Compulsive Hoarding as a Function of Money Attitudes

Abstract

Compulsive hoarding is a disorder that results from excessive accumulation of objects and inability to downsize. To predict compulsive hoarding behavior, a survey consisting of impulsive buying, compulsive buying, external consumer locus of control, and money scripts was administered to 409 college students in Southern Nevada. The results suggested that the compulsive hoarder agglomerates both objects and assets, exhibits an external consumer locus of control (E-CLOC), and purchases goods on impulse. Money worship was predictive of African-American and Asian hoarders, whereas impulsive buying was predictive of Hispanic hoarders. Money scripts were highly influential of hoarding behavior especially because each money script positively correlates with hoarding. Although compulsive buying and hoarding were slightly positively correlated, it was not predictive of hoarding behavior, thereby indicating an idiosyncrasy between the two purchasing disorders.
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Introduction

The increased consumer interest in hoarding behavior has sparked empathy and curiosity in the psychological research community. The Learning Channel’s (TLC) profound exposure of hoarders on “Hoarding: Buried Alive,” averaged nearly 1.5 million views in 2010 during the show’s first season. The network has renewed the show for five consecutive seasons and continues to air the program with positive consumer ratings [1]. The population prevalence of hoarding is estimated to be 5.3% with evidence suggesting that the behavior may be genetically linked [2,3]. The relevance of hoarding today is enhanced by pop culture influence, sparking empathy and curiosity in the psychological research community. The Learning Channel’s (TLC) profound exposure of hoarders on “Hoarding: Buried Alive,” averaged nearly 1.5 million views in 2010 during the show’s first season. The network has renewed the show for five consecutive seasons and continues to air the program with positive consumer ratings [1]. The population prevalence of hoarding is estimated to be 5.3% with evidence suggesting that the behavior may be genetically linked [2,3].

Compulsive hoarding is defined as the excessive accumulation of goods that non-hoarders would perceive as having negligible value [4]. Hoarders agglomerate items to the degree that living spaces are no longer functional due to extreme clutter and unsuccessful attempts to downsize [5]. Essentially, the home of a hoarder becomes a packed storage facility with no room left for intended functions of the area such as cooking in the kitchen or bathing in the bathtub.

An additional consequence of hoarding, besides the obvious clutter, includes severe anxiety. Hoarders often panic when others threaten their possessions by moving, touching, or throwing the items away. Furthermore, hoarders also claim to feel immense guilt because their insecurities regarding material goods foster inadequate, shared living space with their loved ones. Residents in the home all suffer from inhibited efficiency while attempting to move around the clutter, and experience the sense of being overwhelmed. More seriously, others living in the hoarding home may be especially susceptible to disease because of the excessive trash and the subsequent presence of rodents and insects. Moreover, hoarders also suffer from social deprivation. Loved ones may choose to leave the hoarder, thereby making the hoarder feel disinclined to invite new friends into their catastrophic homes because they are ashamed of their living conditions [4]. In sum, hoarding habits are detrimental to the individual’s health and the health of others in their proximate surroundings. Hoarders do not intentionally harm their loved ones through their dysfunctional behavior, but rather the expression of internal cognitive processing deficits fosters a harmful situation.

Perfectionism and memory issues

Frost et al. [4] traced the roots of hoarding behavior to information processing deficits, problems in forming emotional attachments, behavioral avoidance, and erroneous beliefs about the nature of possessions. Specifically, hoarders struggle to correctly form organized, cognitive schemas. To a hoarder, multiple objects cannot be lumped into broad categories because each and every object, from a broken water bottle to a scribbled note on the back of an envelope, is unique. For example, a non-hoarder may be able to categorize their bottoms into dress pants, jeans, and sweat pants, but a hoarder will subdivide categories aimlessly. If a hoarder attempts to categorize their bottoms, they may form groups of black dress pants with four pockets, black dress pants with two pockets, black dress pants with two pockets sorted by designer, until eventually, each and every pair of pants is so finely described that each item has its own category. Items that are given such descriptive attention cannot be lumped together because the object loses some of its unique value. Thus, when sorting through their clutter, hoarders may not make progress because they struggle to form sustainable, cognitive categories. Frost et al. [4] provided an illustrative example in their therapy practice with hoarders. One of their clients was asked to sort some of her household goods into three boxes: display, discard, and go through later. The client felt compelled to make two additional boxes for items she wanted to: “immediately go through” and “immediately-immediately go through.” Despite her efforts, the client neither sorted through her three “go through later” boxes, nor could she remember which items she had placed in the
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In their conflict with perfectionism, hoarders struggle to estimate the value of an object and sort the object into piles of comparable items in a reasonable time frame. Hoarders demonstrate exceptional indecisiveness and procrastination perhaps due to a fear of making mistakes; a notion linked closely to perfectionism [6]. When attempting to organize or downsize, hoarders examine an object for an extensive period of time and usually just move the object to a different pile. Hoarders struggle to make permanent decisions (such as throwing away an object) because they experience high anxiety from losing a piece of their memory and identity. Hoarders typically attach a sentimental value to most of their items, making any attempt to clear the home futile and frustrating [4].

In addition to perfectionist constraints, hoarder difficulties include memory-inhibited downsizing efforts. Often, hoarders are guilty of keeping irrelevant, written texts such as old newspapers and notes on scrap paper. Compulsive hoarders have very little confidence in their memory and exaggerate the importance of needing old information on-hand [7]. If texts were to be discarded, then the hoarder would likely panic because that information would be lost forever and the individual does not believe they could recall the material, should they ever need it [4]. Hartl et al. [7] found that compulsive hoarders demonstrated less verbal learning, spatial learning, and free recall than non-hoarder controls. Furthermore, the hoarders were less effective at using organizational strategies on the tests employed (e.g., Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test and the California Verbal Learning Test). The study also suggested that hoarding should be delineated as a separate disorder apart from the traditional obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) [7].

Obssessive compulsive relations

The mainstream literature demonstrated associations among hoarding, OCD, and obsessive-compulsive buying behavior. OCD manifests as repetitive behaviors driven by intrusive, recurrent, and persistent thoughts, while eliciting anxiety for the individual [9]. Compulsive buying is an insatiable urge to purchase luxury goods in an effort to quell negative emotions from some external stressor [9-11]. To date, there is no specific diagnosis in the DSM-V for compulsive buying, but hoarding has received recognition as a separate disorder from OCD [12].

Samuels et al. [3] claimed that individuals diagnosed with OCD have a 30% comorbidity rate with compulsive hoarding. Compulsive hoarders are differentiated from OCD patients usually because compulsive hoarders do not suffer from contamination, aggressive, and symmetry compulsions that classical OCD patients endure [13]. Specifically, hoarders do not obsess over the cleanliness of their environment, scenarios of severely harming others do not intrude their thoughts, and they do not obsess about spatial arrangements of their possessions.

Individuals who are diagnosed with obsessive-compulsive hoarding have a 75% chance of also being diagnosed with obsessive-compulsive buying [14]; however, as many as half of all hoarders and one-third of compulsive buyers do not have OCD [3,13]. Compulsive buyers are infamous for irresponsible spending and credit card abuse [15], but several authors have claimed hoarding disorder manifests from material deprivation in childhood, such that children who suffer financial hardship, may become object accumulators and money-squandering adults [3,4,16]. Interestingly, Hezel et al. [17] measured financial prudence and childhood financial hardship in conjunction with hoarding and found no association. Compulsive buyers may develop into hoarders later in life, given that compulsive buying and hoarding are often comorbid phenomena [18]. The case may be that hoarders begin their cycle as excessive shoppers by exhibiting compulsive buying behavior, but then become hoarders after their products have accumulated with age [3]. In fact, the average age of onset of hoarding symptoms is about 34 years old, but the average compulsive buying onset age is documented between 18 and 24 years old [19,20]. Thus, empirical evidence suggests that hoarding and compulsive buying are subsets of a spectrum of obsessive-compulsive-type disorders occurring at different stages of life.

Aligning compulsive and impulsive buying with hoarding

Both hoarders and compulsive buyers are described as low-income individuals and subtypes of OCD spectrum disorders [3,21,22]. Like OCD, compulsive buyers are overrepresented in samples with impulse-control disorder (ICD) given a 96% overlap. Individuals with ICD experience uncontrollable urges to take risks without regard for consequences [23]. In fact, individuals diagnosed with a lifetime ICD were more likely to possess hoarding and symmetry obsessions [24]. In particular, kleptomania is an ICD in which individuals feel the urge to steal items not necessary for one’s well-being (e.g., jewelry, electronics, makeup). Kleptomaniacs may choose to give away, dispose of, or return stolen items to the store; however, many individuals choose to hoard their goods if they are not compelled by guilt to discard the stolen items [25]. In addition, individuals diagnosed with ICD were more likely to report highly disruptive obsessive behaviors with regard to OCD symptoms [25]. Because hoarding behavior highly overlaps with compulsive buying behavior and because compulsive buying behavior highly relates with impulsive behavior, hoarders are more likely to score high on both the impulsive buying and the obsessive-compulsive buying factors of the Richmond Compulsive Buying Scale [23].

a) H1A: An individual with a high score on the obsessive-compulsive buying factor of the Richmond Compulsive Buying Scale will score high on hoarding subscale of the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory.

b) H1B: An individual with a high score on the impulsive buying factor of the Richmond Compulsive Buying Scale will score high on hoarding subscale of the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory.

The prevalence of compulsive buying behavior in the U.S. is estimated at about 5.8% with 80% of compulsive buyers being women [11,22]. In particular, Frost et al. [26] found that compulsive buying activity was more frequent in women who exhibited hoarding behavior.

c) H2: For women, scores on the Richmond Compulsive Behavior Scale will predict scores on the hoarding subscale of the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory.

Another cognitive factor that influences compulsive buying is locus of control. Consumer locus of control occurs via two orientations: internal and external, and may be measured via the Consumer Locus of Control Scale [27]. The locus of control orientation is a person’s attribution of success and failure to either the self (internal) or something other than the self (external) [27]. A consumer who is internally oriented will demonstrate active budgeting practices and is usually more financially secure; whereas a consumer who is externally oriented is likely to exhibit compulsive buying behavior and defer spending consequences for as long as possible through the accumulation of credit card debt [15,28]. Watson [28] reported that the proportion of compulsive buyers was significantly higher in the external locus of control orientation than the internal locus of control orientation. The Consumer Locus of Control Scale [27] has not been examined in conjunction with a hoarding scale. Hence, it is hypothesized that external consumer locus of control will positively correlate to hoarding scores on the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory [29].

d) **H3:** An individual scoring high on the external consumer locus of control factor of the Consumer Locus of Control Scale will score high on the hoarding subscale of the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory.

Moreover, it is also expected that external consumer locus of control will contribute a significant amount of variance to the regression model predicting hoarding scores. A positive correlation between the Hoarding Scale [30] and Rotter’s Locus of Control Scale [31] has been demonstrated in the literature only for external locus of control, but not for internal locus of control [32].

e) **H4:** External orientation on the Consumer Locus of Control Scale will contribute a significant amount of variance in predicting hoarding scores.

Compulsive buying and other forms of extreme shopping are closely related to cognitive money attitudes measured with the Money Attitude Scale [15,33] and the Money Beliefs and Behavior Scale [34,35]. Specifically, compulsive buying is positively correlated with money as power-prestige and money anxiety attitudes; and negatively correlated with price sensitivity attitudes [15]. However, compulsive buying has yet to be measured in conjunction with the short Money Beliefs and Behaviors Scale [36]. Furnham et al. [37] investigated their compensation factor in an effort to analyze people who shop for emotional regulation. They found a weak positive correlation with money is power and freedom, a mild negative correlation with money is security, and a mild positive correlation with money is love. In addition, Furnham et al. [37] also found no correlation between money hoarding (frugality) with the compensation factor.

A recent money attitudes measure, namely the Klontz Money Script Inventory, consists of money avoidance, money worship, money status, and money vigilance [29]. Money avoiders associate money with negative feelings such as fear, disgust, or anxiety. Money worippers, in contrast, associate money with extremely positive feelings including a better life, and viable solutions to their dilemmas. Individuals who associate money with status are very materialistic and use their wealth to impress others and demonstrate dominance. Finally, for money vigilance, money must be saved, while finances are kept secret from the knowledge of others [38]. Given that hoarders save a plethora of objects, perhaps they will exhibit hoarding behaviors with money directly.

f) **H5:** An individual exhibiting high scores on the money vigilance factor of the Klontz Money Scripts Inventory will score high on the hoarding subscale of the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory.

Because compulsive buyers and hoarders are both types of extreme shopping disorders, it is hypothesized that money attitudes, measured by the Klontz Money Script Inventory [38] will predict hoarding scores on the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory. Money avoidance and money worship scripts explained a small (10%) portion of the variance in hoarding scores [39], but their regression analysis was not repeated between sexes and among different ethnicities.

Women are usually characterized as managing household budgets [40]. In a study of married couples, wives used household finances for their personal spending especially if they earned less money than did their husbands [40]. Purchasing food, children’s clothing, school expenses, and gifts for others were chores delegated to the wives by the husbands. Thus, wives may micromanage marital finances and make many decisions with regard to budgeting, in order to best satisfy the family’s needs. In contrast, husbands were responsible for paying inconsistent and impulsive activities such as repairs, decorating, dining out, and drinks at the bar. With support drawn from marital finance control and management [40], money vigilance (savings and budgeting behavior) will be more characteristic of women than men. Also, money avoidance (fearful and anxious feelings about money) will be more characteristic of men than women because men choose to give their money away in an effort to delegate spending responsibilities to women. When wives earned more money than their husbands, they continued to purchase food, clothing, and other resources. Moreover, they did not delegate that responsibility to their husbands. Thus, women may inherently enjoy managing money whereas men do not. If we consider hoarding behavior as an excessive frequency of ordinary purchasing behavior, then we may hypothesize the following:

g) **H6:** Money vigilance scores from the Klontz Money Script Inventory will contribute a significant amount of variance in predicting female hoarding scores.

h) **H7:** Money avoidance scores from the Klontz Money Script Inventory will contribute a significant amount of variance in predicting male hoarding scores.

**Differences between compulsive buyers and hoarders**

Both hoarders and compulsive buyers suffer from excessive purchasing, but the difference between the two expressions of compulsive behaviors lies in the reason for acquiring purchases and how the goods are used after the purchase. Hoarding behavior occurs as a result of cognitive deficits exacerbated by an inability to downsize. Compulsive buying behavior is elicited by internal feelings of anxiety, in which the consumer feels possessed to purchase in an effort to quell angst [15,33].

Beyond the differing cognitive processes in hoarder and compulsive buyer purchasing behavior, the types of goods that hoarders acquire are markedly different from those of compulsive buyers. Compulsive buyers gravitate towards items that enhance their status (mostly luxury goods) to improve their lack of internal...
confidence. After the purchase, the compulsive buyer presumes to pretentiously display their goods in order to demonstrate social dominance over others [11]. Because compulsive buyers use goods to enhance their power and prestige within their community [15,33], they physically interact with their luxury goods on a regular basis. In contrast, hoarders acquire items regardless of their actual value because they lack the cognitive ability to organize, and they enable delusions regarding utilitarian value of items and their inflated uniqueness [4]. Because hoarders accumulate so many items that become piled on top of one another, physical interaction with their goods is relatively low. Nonetheless, hoarders still maintain a strong sentimental attachment to their belongings regardless of how little they interact with their items or their monetary worth [4]. Thus, the acquisition of objects provides hoarders and compulsive buyers with internal comfort, but differences exist between hoarders and compulsive buyers in the types of goods acquired and the physical product-buyer interaction.

The money status factor of the Klontz Money Script Inventory is a construct reflective of the belief that financial success is the key to self-confidence. Individuals who resonate with the money status belief pretend to have more money than they actually do and use credit cards as a means to purchase status-enhancing goods from designer or luxury-related brands. Because hoarders do not buy goods for the intent of enhancing social status, it is likely that they will not perceive money as a means to impress others.

Hypothesis 8: An individual scoring high on the money status factor of the Klontz Money Script Inventory will score low on the hoarding subscale of the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory.

Method

Participants

A sample of 409 undergraduate psychology students: 112 males, 296 females, and 1 student who did not volunteer their sex; 174 Caucasian, 31 African-American, 108 Hispanic, and 96 Asian (mean age = 20.34 years, SD = 4.89 years; range 16-55 years) from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas volunteered to complete a series of money-oriented questionnaires as partial fulfillment toward their research participation requirement for the General Psychology course.

Materials

As part of a larger study, four financial behavior scales were used. The Compulsive-Buying Scale [23] is a 6-item measure of equally compulsive buying and impulsive buying factors with a reported overall Cronbach’s α of .84. The overall Cronbach’s α in the present study was also .84. Compulsive buying, represented by 3 items had a reported Cronbach’s α of .99 [23] whereas it was .82 in the present study. Impulsive buying consisted of 3 items with a Cronbach’s α of .78 [23], and a Cronbach’s α of .82 in the present study.

The Consumer Locus of Control Scale [27] is a 14-item measure on a 5-point scale in which the higher a participant’s score, the more externally oriented they are. Six items pertain to the internal consumer locus of control orientation with a reported Cronbach’s α of .76 [27], whereas it was only .63 in the present study. The remaining 8 items pertained to external consumer locus of control orientation with a reported Cronbach’s α of .77, and a Cronbach’s α of .74 in the present study. Of note, internal and external consumer locus of control were not divided by factors, but rather a high score on the Consumer Locus of Control Scale indicated external orientation as opposed to internal orientation.

The Klontz Money Script Inventory [38] is a 51-item measure of money scripts, defined as one’s cognitive affiliations with money, with a reported Cronbach’s α of .84 for the overall scale. In the present study, the overall Cronbach’s α was computed at .87. The money avoidance factor, represented by 15 items, had a reported Cronbach’s α of .77. The Cronbach’s α was .86 in the present study. The money worship factor, represented by 11 items, had a reported Cronbach’s α of .77. The Cronbach’s α was .84 in the present study. The money status factor, represented by 13 items, had a reported Cronbach’s α of .77. The Cronbach’s α was .80 in the present study. The money vigilance factor, represented by 4 items, had a reported Cronbach’s α of .77. The Cronbach’s α was only .57 in the present study.

The Klontz Money Behavior Inventory [29] is a 53-item measure of disordered financial habits. The overall Cronbach’s α was not provided by Klontz et al. [29]. For the present study, the Cronbach’s α was .72. For the purpose of the present study, only the hoarding factor was used in analysis, with a reported Cronbach’s α of .91 [29]. The Cronbach’s α was .90 in the present study.

Finally, a series of demographics questions concerning sex, income, ethnicity, employment, age, birth order, student status, financial knowledge, religious, and political affiliation were given to the participants.

Procedure

All questionnaires were randomized via Qualtrics block settings to prevent user fatigue and general carry-over effects. The survey was administered online via Qualtrics and could be completed from any location via a computer so as to maximize student privacy and free response. The majority of participants completed the survey between 30 and 90 minutes.

Results

To address the hypotheses presented in the introduction, correlations were computed to confirm or disprove the experimental predictions. Moreover, in order to keep False Discovery Rate under control when testing statistical significance, we used the step-up procedure by Benjamini et al. [41]. Hypothesis 1A was supported by statistically significant correlations $r = .157, p < .01$ between compulsive buying and hoarding factors. Hypothesis 1B was supported by statistically significant correlations $r = .255, p < .01$ between impulsive buying and hoarding factors. Therefore, although the correlations are considered low [42], the greater the compulsive and impulsive buying scores, the higher the compulsive hoarding scores.

To predict compulsive hoarding behavior, a multiple regression analysis was performed to examine compulsive buying, impulsive buying, consumer locus of control, and money script correlates with compulsive hoarding across sexes and ethnicities. Although there was a slight amount of collinearity between the obsessive-
compulsive and impulsive buying factors of the Richmond Compulsive Buying Scale [23], we opted to examine both variables in the equation.

Hence, the independent variables for the overall multiple regression model consisted of the two factors: compulsive buying and impulsive buying from the Compulsive-Buying Scale [23], the overall score of the Consumer Locus of Control Scale [27], and the four factors: money avoidance, money worship, money status, and money vigilance from the Klontz Money Script Inventory [38]. The dependent variable was the hoarding factor from the Klontz Money Behavior Inventory [29]. The overall model was statistically significant, \( R^2 = .387 \), \( R^2 = .150 \), \( F (7, 401) = 10.08 \), \( p < .001 \). Money vigilance \( t (401) = 2.339 \), \( p < .05 \), consumer locus of control \( t (401) = 2.898 \), \( p < .01 \), and impulsive buying \( t (401) = 3.012 \), \( p < .01 \) each contributed statistically significant amounts of variance to the overall equation.

Subsequent multiple regressions were computed separately for each sex and ethnicity. For males, the overall model was statistically significant, \( R^2 = .499 \), \( R^2 = .249 \), \( F (7, 104) = 4.925 \), \( p < .001 \). Money avoidance \( t (104) = 2.773 \), \( p < .01 \) and impulsive buying \( t (104) = 2.697 \), \( p < .01 \) each contributed statistically significant amounts of the variance to the overall equation. For females, the overall model was statistically significant, \( R^2 = .371 \), \( R^2 = .138 \), \( F (7, 288) = 6.565 \), \( p < .001 \). Money vigilance \( t (288) = 2.77 \), \( p < .01 \) and external consumer locus of control \( t (288) = 2.697 \), \( p < .05 \) each contributed statistically significant amounts of the variance to the overall equation. Thus, hypothesis 2 was not supported because compulsive buying scores did not predict hoarding scores for women.

For Caucasians, the overall model was statistically significant, \( R = .342 \), \( R^2 = .117 \), \( F (7, 166) = 3.133 \), \( p < .01 \). Only external consumer locus of control \( t (166) = 2.262 \), \( p < .05 \) contributed a statistically significant amount of the variance to the overall equation. Although the ratio of the sample size to the number of predictors was low (less than 5), we opted to analyze results for the African-American ethnicity of the overall sample. For African-Americans, the overall model was statistically significant, \( R = .689 \), \( R^2 = .475 \), \( F (7, 23) = 2.973 \), \( p < .05 \). Only money worship \( t (23) = 2.244 \), \( p < .05 \) contributed a statistically significant amount of the variance to the overall equation. For Hispanics, the overall model was statistically significant, \( R = .455 \), \( R^2 = .207 \), \( F (7, 100) = 3.724 \), \( p < .05 \). Only impulsive buying \( t (100) = 2.368 \), \( p < .05 \) contributed a statistically significant amount of the variance to the overall equation. For Asians, the overall model was slightly statistically significant, \( R = .428 \), \( R^2 = .183 \), \( F (7, 88) = 2.814 \), \( p < .05 \). Only money worship \( t (98) = 2.179 \), \( p < .05 \) contributed a statistically significant amount of the variance to the overall equation.

Hypothesis 3 was supported, demonstrating that external consumer locus of control orientation is significantly and positively correlated with hoarding behavior scores, \( r = .215 \), \( p < .01 \) (see Table 1). Therefore, the greater the external consumer locus of control orientation, the higher the compulsive hoarding scores.

Table 1: Correlation matrix for the factors of the Richmond Compulsive Buying Scale [23] and the Money Script Inventory [38] for the overall sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H</th>
<th>OCB</th>
<th>IB</th>
<th>CLOC</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>MW</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>MV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCB</td>
<td>.157**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IB</td>
<td>.255**</td>
<td>.555**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOC</td>
<td>.215**</td>
<td>.191**</td>
<td>.265**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>.173**</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td>.133**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>.186**</td>
<td>.172**</td>
<td>.225**</td>
<td>.143**</td>
<td>.138**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>.159**</td>
<td>.262**</td>
<td>.097*</td>
<td>.202**</td>
<td>.322**</td>
<td>.451**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV</td>
<td>.155**</td>
<td>.066</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>-.130**</td>
<td>.200**</td>
<td>.229**</td>
<td>.155**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key

- H = Hoarding
- OCB = Obsessive-Compulsive Buying
- IB = Impulsive Buying
- CLOC = Consumer Locus of Control
- MA = Money Avoidance
- MW = Money Worship
- MS = Money Status
- MV = Money Vigilance

* = \( p < .05 \) ** = \( p < .01 \)

Hypothesis 4 was supported because consumer locus of control scores contributed a significant amount of variance in predicting hoarding scores. Interestingly, the obsessive-compulsive buying dimension did not adequately predict hoarding in the overall model \( t (408) = -0.086 \), \( p > .05 \).

Hypothesis 5 was supported with statistically significant positive correlations for hoarding among all four factors of the Klontz Money Script Inventory [38], including money avoidance \( r = .173 \), \( p < .01 \); money worship \( r = .186 \), \( p < .01 \); money status \( r = .159 \), \( p < .01 \); and money vigilance \( r = .155 \), \( p < .01 \). Again, although...
the correlations are low, the higher the money avoidance, money
worship, money status, and money vigilance scores, the higher
the compulsive hoarding scores.

Hypotheses 6 and 7 were supported. Money vigilance scores
contributed a significant amount of variance for hoarding scores
for women and money avoidance scores contributed a significant
amount of variance for hoarding scores in men.

Hypothesis 8 was not supported because hoarding scores did
not negatively correlate with money status scores. In contrast,
money status scores positively correlated with hoarding scores \( r = \) .159, \( p < .01 \). Yet, it should be noted that all correlations accounted
for only 2-6% of the variance.

**Discussion**

Obsessive compulsive buying behavior may influence
attitudinal differences towards money and hoarding behavior. Individuals execute irresponsible spending behaviors when they make purchases other than to satisfy an immediate need.

Hoarders may be exceptionally inclined to save money and keep their finances secret because of their predisposition to shelter material; however, the notion of worshipping money or using dollars to buy status is rather uncharacteristic of hoarders and fits the profile of a compulsive buyer instead. Because hoarding correlated with all four measures of money scripts (see Table 1) including money avoidance, money worship, money status, and
money vigilance [38], perhaps this is evidence for the theory that compulsive buyers develop into hoarders later in life due to the massive accumulation of goods, if they are unable to downsize [18]. Alternatively, the explanation for correlations with all types of money scripts may be derived from a hoarder’s cognitive inability to categorize objects. Perhaps, when answering survey questions, hoarders consider their money scripts from myriad perspectives including how they managed money previously as compulsive buyers, and how they manage money currently as hoarders. Because hoarders fear making mistakes, they have difficulty making decisions, so the result is an association with all types of money scripts.

With regard to external consumer locus of control and
impulsive buying dimensions that significantly loaded onto the multiple regression predicting hoarding, results supported the notion that extreme shopping behavior more generally overlaps with ICD as opposed to OCD [23]. Thus, hoarders and compulsive buyers may exist as sublevels of OCD disorders, but all may be more idiosyncratic than the mainstream literature purports. Furthermore, actions executed as a result of impulsive decisions strongly relate to external consumer locus of control. Consumers with an external orientation do not shop with consequences in mind. When hoarders purchase new items, they buy goods on
impulse with no care for the negative consequences of adding to
their hoard.

In terms of sex differences, Samuels et al. [3] found double the hoarders in males as opposed to females. In addition, Wheaton et al. [43] reported that male hoarders demonstrated increased social phobia compared to women. However, female hoarders had a greater prevalence of anxiety, depression, and ADHD [12]. The current research showed that money avoidance was a significant predictor for male’s hoarding scores, whereas money vigilance was a significant predictor for female’s hoarding scores. Because male hoarders fear public exposure, it is likely they associate money, a symbol of public commerce, with negative feelings [43]. Money exchange requires a social interaction, in which male hoarders do not confidently participate. In addition, purchasing goods for the household in marriage is often delegated to women perhaps due to a general male dislike for shopping [40]. In contrast, female hoarders are more characterized by general nervousness. Money vigilance might be associated for females because this construct is closely related to financial concern and worry [39]. If female hoarders have excessive anxiety, then they may cherish money and become anxious if it is spent. According to Pahl [40], leisure spending in marriage is often considered as an entitled indulgence for males and an unessential indulgence for females. Some wives reported feeling guilty after spending money on themselves because the money for leisure came from the household budget more often than from their own finances. Thus, women may feel more inclined to experience anxiety when making purchases for themselves because they must buy goods for both the home and their children with a fixed allowance from their husband, before they can afford to purchase goods for themselves. In the existing literature, hoarding has not generally been delineated by ethnic background; however, certain ethnic differences in money attitudes have been documented. For Caucasians, money is often used for individualistic purposes in an effort to sustain one’s needs or to enhance individualism and social dominance [44]. External consumer locus of control was a significant predictor for Caucasian hoarders because money is spent for the sake of social competition without consideration of debt or other measures of financial turmoil. In terms of African-Americans, money worship was a significant predictor because of deeply rooted cultural beliefs that more money equates to more power. For African-Americans, social class (largely determined by income) provides the means to enhance status, control resources, and defend against threats [45]. Thus, African-American hoarders may hold this particularly engrained belief and generalize asset-hoarding to object-hoarding. For Hispanic hoarders, impulsive buying was a significant predictor because money is more of a collective means of expression [44]. Hispanic consumers often purchase items with collectivist intentions (such as gift-giving) and generate money within the family tree (often by working in a family business). Thus, a Hispanic hoarder would not develop with individualist money scripts as hypothesized by Medina et al. [46], but instead behave as a result of impulsive purchasing due to their excessive credit card use compared to Caucasians. In fact, previous research indicated that Hispanics scored lower on the retention/time dimension of the Money Attitude Scale [33], suggesting that Hispanics may be poor financial planners because they are unable to delay gratification. Thus, Hispanics are inclined to make impulsive purchasing decisions because of their general aversion to long-term financial planning, and a preference for immediate rewards. In consideration of Asians, money worship was a significant predictor of hoarding scores because money is a means to a better life. In Asian countries, many citizens believe that democracy is achieved via economic growth, and financial plenty will lead to humanitarian political reforms for the better protection of human rights [47]. Because monetary growth is directly associated with a better, collective society, asset-hoarding
may generalize to object hoarding for the Asians as well.

With regard to the limitations of the present study, it should be noted that the entire sample consisted of college students with very few African-Americans (n = 31). Although the impetus of the current research was to examine ethnicities with regard to financial attitudes and hoarding behaviors, the small number of African-Americans limits statistical power needed to generalize results to the population at large. Furthermore, because the sample consisted of only college students, the generalization of these results may be limited to similar groups. Nonetheless, there has been little to no research examining variations in hoarding predictors across ethnicities, until now. The present study also supports an association between hoarding and money philosophies, whereas other authors were unable to find a significant statistical connection [17]. Yet, these correlations were small and statistical significance was augmented by a larger overall sample size.

Future research projects in hoarding could include a wider spectrum of ages along with higher sample sizes for minorities. Furthermore, perhaps distinct sample groups for clinical-level hoarders and non-hoarders may yield different results in terms of money attitudes. An interesting longitudinal study would be one that tracks impulsive buyers and compulsive buyers, and then follows up with the subjects to determine which demographic and psychographic qualities predict hoarding behavior later in life. In addition, because hoarding has become a mainstream term in common conversation, perhaps researchers need two different scales for object accumulators and extreme hoarders. In general, disordered money behaviors are becoming more distinct as research progresses. For example, Bose et al. [18] defined eight forms of extreme buyers including compulsive, impulsive, excessive, fixated, and acquisitive buyers; hoarders, collectors, and stockpilers. Perhaps many (or all) of these forms of consumers are somewhat independent, thereby achieving mixed results and weak correlations in the literature [37]. Therefore, more delineated measurement tests are needed to accurately assess the predictors of specific extreme shopping behaviors such as hoarding. Finally, an analysis of clinical hoarders’ spending habits (apart from their conceptual money attitudes) may confirm the present study’s findings and provide more general implications to the hoarding population.
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